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VERBAL INTERACTION BETWEEN TEACHERS AND PUPILS WHEN THEY
ARE READING CRITICALLY IS REPORTED. SIX HUNDRED FIFTY-ONE
CHILDREN AND 24 TEACHERS FROM SEVEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN
COLUMBUS, OHIO, SERVED AS SUBJECTS DURING THE 9-MONTH
INVESTIGATION. TWELVE CLASSES, TWO AT EACH OF THE SIX
ELEMENTARY GRACE LEVELS, WERE GIVEN TRAINING IN CRITICAL
READING WHILE 12 CLASSES WERE INSTRUCTED IN LITERATURE.
TEACHER QUESTIONS AND STUDENT RESPONSES WERE THE MAIN FOCUS
OF THE STUDY. AN INSTRUMENT WAS DEVISED FOR OBSERVING VERBAL
BEHAVIOR. EIGHT CATEGORIES OF TEACHER QUESTIONS WERE
INFLUENCED BY CLOOM'S APPROACH, AND FIVE PUPIL CATEGORIES,
REPRESENTING LEVELS OF THOUGHT, WERE INFLUENCED BY GUILFORD'S
STRUCTURE. TEACHERS WERE INFORMED OF FORTHCOMING CLASSROOM
OBSERVATIONS WHICH TOTALED SIX IN NUMBER AND LASTED FOR 25
MINUTES. CHI-SQUARE WAS USED TO ANALYZE THE DATA. THE
INCLUDED RESULTS INDICATED THAT--(1) THERE IS A DEFINITE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER QUESTIONS AND QUALITY OF PUPIL
RESPONSES, (2) TEACHERS IMPROVED IN THEIR ABILITY TO ASK
QUESTIONS, (3) TRAINING OF TEACHERS AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS INFLUENCED VERBAL BEHAVIOR, (4) LIMITED GRADE LEVEL
TRENDS WERE DISCERNABLE IN TEACHERS QUESTIONS, AND (5)
DEVELOPMENTAL TRENDS IN PUPIL RESPONSES WERE IDENTIFIABLE IN
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP. TABLES AND THE OBSERVATION DIRECTIONS
ARE INCLUDED. (DK)
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OBSERVATIONS OF TEACHER-PUPIL VERBAL BEHAVIOR
DURING CRITICAL READING LESSONS

Despite widespread agreement that the development of critical readers is an
esteemed goal of education, the attainment of this goal has been alarmingly slow..

Several factors might be identified as inhibiting greater accomplishment in this area:
vague and ambiguous concepts of the nature of critical reading, inadequate teaching
methods and materials, or failure to understand the essential ingredients of the
teaching processes that produce critical readers. Research undertaken at the Ohio
State University' to test the feasibility of teaching elementary school children to
read critically attempted investigated each of the above inhibiting facton. Steps
were taken to refine, clarify, and verify a comprehensive definitior of critical
reading; 'special materials and techniques for instruction in critical reading skills
were developed and tested; and classroom teaching sessions were studied in order
to better understand the significance of the verbal interaction between teachers and
pupils when they are reading at the critical level. It is this third phase of the
research study that is the subject of this paper; however, a brief description of
the major study will provide essential background information.

The central purpose of the comprehensive study was to determine whether
or not critical reading skills can be taught to elementary school pupils while growth
and interest in other general reading skills is maintained. Several minor, but

1Thls observational study was conducted as a part of Cooperative Research Pro-ject 2612 of the U0S. Office of Education, "Critical Reading of Elementary SchoolPupils." The principal investigators are Willavene Wolf, Charlotte Huck, andMartha King. Bernice El linger was the assistant study director.
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important, questions related to this central problem were identified as follows:

(1) What is the relationship between critical reading ability and other subject char-

acteristics, such as general reading ability, intelligence, and personality factors;

(2) What specific problems do teachers encounter as they engage in teaching criti-
cal reading; (3) Which of the critical reading skills can most effectively be taught

in the elementary school; and (4) What is the relationship between classroom teach-

ing procedures and the pupils' growth in critical reading?

To investigate these various questions, 651 children and 24 teachers from 7

elementary schools in the Columbus (Ohio) Metropolitan Area were involved in an

intensive project that extended over nine months of the 1965-66 school year,

The study was built around a non-equivalent control group design in which twelve

classrooms (two at each grade level) were given special reading materials and

instruction in critical reading; and the remaining twelve groups (designated the

controls) were given no instruction in critical reading, but were provided an equal

amount of instruction and specially prepared materials in selected areas children's

literature. The research was conducted in the following four distinct, but over-

lapping, phases: (1) refining and verifying the definition of critical reading,

(2) pilot observation of existing practices in teaching critical reading and of the

effectiveness of staff-prepared lessons, (3) development of materials and techniques

for teaching critical reading, (4) construction of tests to measure growth in critical

reading, and (5) the final phase of conducting the major experiment, which included

testing, instruction in critical reading, and observations of teaching sessions.
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The Purpose of the Observation Study

Various kinds of printed tests were employed as the evaluation instruments

for most aspects of the research study; however, they would not provide impor-

tant data needed to understand the dynamics of teacher-pupil interaction during

reading instruction. Developments in observational techniques in the general area

of teacher behavior and success in the early pilot observation study, reported

to AERA in 1966, led the researchers to organize procedures for controlled obser-

vations of reading classes. Research studies have indicated that the verbal

behaviors of teachers and pupils are highly influential in pupils' learning, From

an analysis of classroom language, Be flack. 2 concluded that the teaching act has

a definit structure which is controlled by the teacher through structuring and solic-

iting moves; the pupils' role in the structure is to respond to the soliciting moves

of the teacher. In this primary role, the teacher's language lq an important deter-

miner of what the pupils learn. Taba 3 maintains that the questions teachers ask

play a crucial role in the development of pupils' cognitive skills because they

circumscribe the mental operations which pupils can perform and determine which

modes of thought they learn.

Teacher's questions and the related pupil responses became the central con-

cern of the present study which was designed to find oui what kinds of teacher

2 Bel lack, Arno A. , and Davitz, Joel R. The Language of the Classroom, Mean-
ings Communicated in High School Teaching. Cooperative Research Project
No. 1497. New York: Columbia University, 1963. (Mimeographed)

3Taba, Hilda; Levine, Samuel; and Elzey, Freeman F. Thinking in Elementary
School Children. Cooperative Research Project No. 1574. San Francisco, Calif.:
San Francisco State College, 1964. (Mimeographed)
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ci. ion' rpc t conlucivt:, to the production ical respcnsos from pupils,
S-c-t 1-.; s w4--1' '1 10 ascc-sr4ain if ct-anges in the lea('' ers questions

cors!si.:oniiing pupil occurl(-1 during tr..e tirna- of the study (2) to
if y r:- difftrencos in \,erbal be,.a',/.ior of teachers and al different

qr t' and 3' to cornpa':- the spcift-...,..1%/erbalizations of subjec4.s in the
«:.ntrclgrodp tr.osr C)t experim-rr 11 gr.o...tp.

Obspn..-r ion ins/rurtent

ion of lat.i related to the abc''e p...irpcses required an obsevvation
1:41 r,in' (1-0 pPr-, r qualria,v,:.! as well as quanti+a hie classification of

1 pupil it-t(-ranc(-,s . AP, ougr7 existing observational instrument:
N -1" did not adequatt-ly 1..11111v- requirerrnnts of study. There-

Ins-rurrent corpol-efi of two relcre,-I category systerrs was devised.
T:,ac e)b-iliza' ions AP-.T': classlf11-'d in 011'-! system_ N1-ich was arranged. ver-
tic-311v alcmq r anti of 'r,e scale and pupils' responses were cocied in the

rn NrAc was placed rorizont.ally across top of *tie scale. 'See
:11usti.. iou A.

(' formed classification system for the teachers
i-tc.,aric.,:; NOT.- infl,AncEd. son'enra by Bloor, s apf..noacn to ways of ordering

knowl-dge,. Inasmacr, as teachers assurr,o the primary role of structuring discourse
in 7.1; classroom and d7E.' usually concerned with both content and process objectives

t,,)ching reading it was reason.7-0 41..a.t. the Bloom categories would be useful
in ci egIng. the 1.each-!r s' struc.'lire of th.e. reading-discussion lessons,. Not all of the

71-
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categories identified by Bloom were used, and others were combined or re-named;

however, his work was influential in the definition of each category, The eight

teacher categories which consisted of specific facts, clarifying, interpreting,

analyzing, applying, summarizing, evaluating and controlling, are defined in

Illustration B.

The main criterion in determing the fi,fe pupils categories was the differ,-?r

ation of levels of thinking that were evident in their responses. Here the menta!

operations as identified by Guilford in the structure of the intellect proved useful

in defining the separate types of thinking. Guilford describes memory, cognition,

convergent and divergent product ion, and evaluation as different types of thinking.

These were adapted for this study and arranged in a continuum wit.t memory and

cognition grouped into level 2, convergent production designated as level 3, diver-
gent production as level 4, and evaluative thinking as level 5. R4'sponse3 were

recorded at lower end of the continuum (level I.) when they evidenced guessing

or random thoughts. Responses th,11 showed literal cognition, memory, or repeat-

ing information directly from the reading source or earlier discussions, were placed

at the literal level (level 21. //her. children made inferences, re.)rganized reading

material or extended the material through appropriate illustrations, these responses
were recorded at level 3. Responses were placed in level 4 when children general-

ized, theorized, or hypothesized, or made unique application of material read.

Level 5 was reserved for responses that showed pupils had maci,- an

judgment , based upon established criteria, that were stated. Responses at levels 3,
4 and 5 were considered the most desirable ones since they reflected more pupil

involvement in critical thinking which was sought it the study.
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Observations

Six observations were cra.cle at regular in*,ervals in each of the 29 classrooms
res=ulting in a total of 144 obser-,'aIion veccrds, Trey 7eachers were informed of
the observations in advance anJ planned a ,eading-discussion lesson for the
period. The experrrerral teacners taugr.t reading lessons and the control
tear her s used -P en' lveratue materials as trie basis for reading and dis-
cussion. Tiff() of 0.7C!-.1 observation was lirrlito.d to 25 minutes.

Thre, obser. were trained io usetk..e. observe)" -ion scale through ?'epeated
vi flits 10 classrooms and extensiv,,. use of tape recordings. On-the-spot categor-
ization was made of botr! ti-le teacher's ut-erances and th(.,.. pupils' responses,
Reliabilit is of observations were checked periodically by tr.,-?, Spearn-an-Brown
Prophecy Forrrhla, Coofici,,nts ranged between .67 and .97 with a mean of ,84
irrer-reliability for pupil categorit:s ranged between .61 and .87 with a mean of

Two observers participated in eac observation. One classified the verbal
beha' tor of both teachers and pupils the other kept a companion record T.h.a.-t

identified by number and sex each. pup!' who spoke This coding p,:ovided data
about the number of diffrqem pupils who pa.:1.1cipated in the discussions and the
degree of participation of each of

Results of the Study

In order to invest.iga-.e differences bet, we,,n the \,-:rbal behavior of control
teachers and. experir ntal tt--achers and "t"1? cc-olesponding differences between
pupils in "'he con.:rol and expelirnenta.l groups, cni square analyses were made.
From tree observed frequoncis of teac:-.er.-pupil ull.erances.., the chi square statistic
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provided frequencies that might theoretically be expected in each category if no

significant controlling factor were operating, and also identified the categories

that vere responsible for the over-all idfferences. Both the observed and the

expected frequencies for each cell plus the chi square values for each row and

column are presented in all but four of the tables provided in the illustrative

materials. The level of significance set for all data was .01.

The data were first analyzed in terms of teachers' verbalizations, and sec-

ondly according to pupils' responses, including the data regarding the relationship

between teachers' questions and the level of pupil responses, In the analysis of

teachers' behaviors, the eighth category (controlling) was dropped because the

expected frequency for each cell was less than 1.

Teacher Verbal Behavior

The teachers' verbalizations were first divided into statements and questions.

Both the children's literature teachers (hereafter, referred to as the control group)

and critical reading teachers ( h.e experimental group) had a higher frequency of

questions than statements, Seventy-nine per cent of all of the units of verbal

behavior were questions. Eighty per cent of the critical reading teachers' and 77

per cent of the children's literature teachers' verbal units were questions.

Significant differences were found in the kinds of statements teachers made.

As is shown. in Table 1,, control teachers apparently engaged more extensively in

factual statements, whereas the experimental teachers made more analytical,

summarizing, and evaluating remarks.
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The two groups differed, also, in the kinds of questions they asked. (Table 2.1

Control teachers tended t'; ask questions that sought factual, interpreting, and apply-

ing responses; the experimental teachers tended to ask more of the clarifying., analyz-

ing, and evaluating types of questions.

Because they were more directly related to pupil responses, only the teachers'

questions were analyzed to answer the major questions pertaining to teachers verb
behavior,

Grade Level Differences in Teacher Questions, Teachers' questions by grade

level were examined for the control and experimental groups separately. Significant

differences were found in, the questioning behavior of control teachers at grades 2,
4 5 and 6. Inspection of Table 3 shows that (1) second grade teachers asked fewer

specific fact and more clarifying and applying questions, (2) fourth grade teachers

asked more analytical questions, (3) fifth grade teachers asked more specific fact

and fewer clarifying and analyzing questions; and (4) sixth grade teachers asked

more specific fact questions and fewer applying questions,

Among the experimental teachers, significant differences in questioning were

found at grades 1, 2, and 6, These differences, as shown in Table 4, were due to

the higher frequency of specific fact questions in grades one and two, of clarifying

questions in grade two, and of summarizing and evaluating questions in grade six.
In general, grade level data revealed no consistent gradual increase in use of more

thought demanding questions at higher grade levels. Only in the area of evaluation

does there appear to be a progression. in emphasis in the intermediate grades and

here the data are significant at sixth grade only,
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Differences In Teacjjçr,Qstions Over Time, In order to obtain data about

changes in teachers' questions over time, two types of analyses were made.

First the questions for the two groups of teachers were compared for three time seg-

ments: fall, 4N/inter, and spring. Secondly, the questions for each group were

analyzed separately, to detect changes that occurred within the group. Tables 5,

6, and 7 show that for each time segment , tht-4 lypeg of questions asked by control

and experimental teachers differed significantly. in the fall, differences were due

to greater emphasis on specific fact and interpreting questions by control teachers

as contrasted with greater use of clarifying, analyzing and applying questions by

experimental teachers.

Differences in the winter were caused by the higher frequencies of interpret-

ing and applying questions among the control teachers and of analyzing and evalu-

ating questions among the expciimental teachers. By the time of the spring obser-

vations, both groups of teachers had decreased their use of specific fact and

clarifying questions. The differences that existed were due to greater use of

interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating questions by the experimental teachers

and greater use of applying questions by control teachers.

As is shown in Table 8, significant cieange over time occurred in the control

teachers' use of three types of questions: specific' fact, clarifying, and applying.

Emphasis on specific fact and clarifying questions decreased from fall to spring

but the use of applying questions increased. Experimental teachers changed

questioning behavior in more categories than the control teachers. Table 9 indi-

cates that significant differences were found in the specific fact, clarifying, inter-

preting, applying, and evaluating categories. From fall to spring experimental
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teachers had decreased their emphasis on specific fact, clarifying and applying

questions; maintained the use of analyzing questions; and increased their use of

the Interpreting and evaluating types.

Pupil Responses

As stated earlier, pupil responses were tallied along a continuum which

was divided into five categories representing levels of thought. Table 10 presents

the total frequencies of responses at each level for both the control and experimental

groups. Significant differences between the responses of the two groups of pupils

were found at all levels, except level 1, random response. Apparently, the control

pupils' responses contained more literal statements, (repeating material from reading

sources, level 2), and organizing and applying data (level 3), whereas the experi-

mental group frequently moved to higher levels of thinking, such as hypothesizing

(level 4) and evaluating (level 5).

Level of Response by Question ,Type, The main purpose of this observation

study was to ascertain the relationship between the teachers' questions and the

levels of responses given by pupils. When teachers' questions were compared to

pupil responses for the control group (Table 11), significant differences in pupils

responses were found for all question types except that of clarifying. Specific

fact questions produced more literal responses (level 2), while interpreting questions

generated higher levels of thinking (levels 3 and 4), which include inferring, apply-

ing, organizing, hypothesizing, and theorizing. Analyzing questions brought fewer

literal statements (level 1) and more hypothesizing-theorizing (level 4) responses.

Applying questions brought fewer level 1 and 2 and more level 3 responses while
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summarizing questions elicited more hypothesizing (level 4) responses. The
evaluative questions, though few in number, brought higher frequencies of

response at level 5, and fewer at the literal level.

In the experimental group (Table 12) significant differences were found for

all questions typed except that of summarizing, which was the least used cate-
gory. As with the control group, specific fact questions resulted in more literal,

repeating information (level 2) responses and fewer responses at the highest
three levels. Clarifying questions caused pupils to respond more frequently at

levels 2 and 3, and less frequently at levels 4 and 5. Interpreting questions

elicited more level 3 and 4 responses; analyzing questions, however, prompted,

not only more level 3 and 4 responses, but also more at level five. Applying

questions brought significantly more level 3 responses and fewer at level 2. The
evaluative questions stimulated higher frequencies of pupil responses at levels
4 and 5. Data for both the control and experimental groups show that interpretive,

analytical, and evaluative questions are the most effective ones in eliciting the

higher levels of responses from pupils.

Grade Level Differences in Pupil Responses. Differences in levels of respons-
es that occurred between grade levels are shown in Tables 13 and 14. In the control
group differences in responses were found between grades 1, 2, 3, and 4; however,

inspection of Table 13 shows that these differences were due only to the pupils'

responses at levels 1 (random response) and 4 (hypothesizing). Apparently, pupils
in grade 2 gave more than the expected number of level 4 responses while pupils in
grades 1 and 3 made fewer responses at this level. Fourth grade differences can be
accounted for only by the fact that those pupils gave fewer than the expected number
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of random responses.

Responses of experimental pupils (Table 14) show significant differences
between all grade levels and in the utilization of all five levels of response.

Differences in grades 1 and 2 were due to higher frequencies in the lower two

response levels and fewer frequencies at level 3. Pupils in grade 3, 4, and 6

gave fewer literal (level 2) responses and more of the interpretintj, applying,

theorizing, and evaluating types.

From grade three through six, higher frequencies of responses occurred at
level 3, inferring, applying responses; also, there was a progression of increas-
ingly higher frequencies in level 5, the evaluative, responses. Generally,
pupils in grades five and six produced more responses reflecting higher levels of
thinking than did the pupils in grades one and two.

Changes in Pupil Responses Over Time.

To discover changes in pupils' production of critical responses over the time
of the experimental period, the observational data were organized into fall, winter,
and spring sequences for the control and experimental groups separately. Tables
15 and 16 show the total observed and expected frequencies of responses for each
of the three time segments. In the fall the control pupils (Table 16) gave level 2
(literal) responses with higher frequencies; these decreased, but not significantly,
in the winter and continued to decrease to a significant degree in the spring. The
significant differences shown in the winter were due to the high frequency of

level 3 responses. The utilization of the higher categories of thinking - levels 3,
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4, and 5 increased from fall to spring, significantly contributing to the changes

in pupil behavior.

Differences in experimental pupils' responses, as shown in Table 15, are

significant only for the spring observations. Level 3, giving illustrations and inter-

preting, partially contributed to this difference but perhaps more important is the

difference shown in level 5, evaluative thinking. Although responses in both levels
4 and 5 show gradual increases from fall through winter to spring, differences were

not significant, except at level 5 in the spring. No changes occurred in the level 2

(literal) responses over the time of the study. This continued even use of literal

responses may have been due to the fact that new substantive materials, requiring

considerable literal understanding, were introduced to the experimental group

roughout the winter and spring segments of the study.

Conclusions and Discussion

The data compiled in this study support the findings of other research which

indicate that the teacher plays a central role in determining the mode and depth of

pupils' thinking, as revealed through their verbal responses. The teachers' expec-
tations of pupils, as communicated through their questions, especially, strongly
influence the intellectual effort expended by the pupils when responding. The

interpreting, analyzing, applying, and evaluating questions tended to bring higher

levels of response from children, in both groups than the specific fact or clarifying

questions. The experimental teachers asked more analyzing, summarizing, and

evaluating questions than the control teachers and their children responded more

frequently with higher levels of thinking.
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A second conclusion from the study is that teachers did change their question-

ing technique. Both groups of teachers in this study improved their questioning

habits during the time of the study. just the fact that they were being regularly

observed may have prompted the teachers to give more attention to the structure of

their lessons. Control teachers decreased their use of fact questions and increased

their use of applying questions. Experimental teachers used with increasing frequency

interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating questions. Both special teacher training and

instruc-..ional materials might reasonably be credited for the improvement in teacher

questioning. The differences in questioning behavior during the fall observations were

probably due to the different emphases in the summer training workshops for the two

populations. The changes that occurred from fall to spring can be attributed to the

influence of the instructional materials because only two special training sessions

were held for teachers during that time. The children's literature materials, which

were provided the control teachers, were selected to enrich and extend various

curricular areas. It is not surprising, thprefore, that these teachers cinployed factual,

interpreting, and applying questions . On the other hand, critical reading materials,

which were designed to cause pupils to analyze, compare, infer, and judge, contained

suggested questions of these types for the teachers. Apparently, the teachers learned

to use the questions of this type because the spring observations showed heavy use

of interpreting, analyzing, and evaluative questions.

One category of questions was generally ignored by both groups of teachers.

Only at the sixth grade level in the experimental group did frequencies in the summar-

izing category account for significant differences in teacher behavior. Analysis of

the recordings, tapescripts, and the observed data regarding teachers' statements,
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suggested that the teachers tended either to provide the summarizing comments

themselves, or to omit them.

Teachers' questioning behavior revealed only slight grade level trends, such

as a gradual increase in more thought-demanding questions at the higher grade levels.

Although fifth and sixth grade teachers in the experimental group asked more summar-

izing and evaluating and fewer specific fact questions than the first and second

grade teachers, there was no consistent trend from grade to grade. Differences that

existed between control grades were due apparently to different teaching styles.

Although the data for all twenty-four teachers show improvement in questions asked,

apparently established personal habits of questioning persisted. Some teachers,

e g ardl e s s of grade level taught, favored factual and applying questions; others

emphasized analytical and evaluative questions. On the other hand, the data might

be interpreted to mean that the more thought demanding questions were considered

by some teachers to be appropriate for primary children.

Both groups of pupils increased their production of critical responses during

trie time of the study; ho vever, the experimental group excelled the control group in

giving responses at the highest, or evaluative thinking, level. The experimental

group also showed a gradual increase in the production of the higher levels responses

in the upper grades; no pattern of grade level trends emerged for the control pupils.

In summary, this study indicated that (1) there is a definite relationship

between teacher questions and the quality of pupil responses, (2) teachers did im-

prove their ability to ask questions, (3) training of teachers and special
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instructional materials made a difference in teachers' questioning behavior and in

the corresponding pupil responses, (4) only limited grade level trends were discern-

able in teachers' questions, and (5) finally, developmental trends in pupil responses

were identifiable only in the experimental group.
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Illustration. B

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE OBSERVATION SCALE

The Unit of Verbal Behavior

The unit of vethal behavior' to be categorized is a 'thought unit" defined as a
remark or series of remarks which express a complete idea, or serve a specific
function. Generally, it will be all words spoken by one person at one time. If the
speaker makes a transition from one category to another while speakingoa new' UVB
is indicated and observers record it.

The completion of a UVB is not determined by its length but according to its
content. A new number is recorded every time a transition to a new category is made.

TEACHER \/ERBAL BEHAVIOR

There are seven. categories for teacher behavior gathering facts ,

interpreting or inferring, analyzing applying; summarizing and evaluating. Each of
tie teacher categories is sub-divided into statements and questions, The teacher
may be gathering specific facts by giving them to the students in a lecture or by
asking questions of the students which will bring specific facts before the group,
When the teacher is reading to the st_idents showing audio-visual materials, or
using a resource person. to present information; a number is recorded under giving
statements in the gati-ering specific facts category,

All teacher talk that is intended to bring information to the attention of the group
is recorded as gatr,ering saecific facts, 11.; includes fact stating, reporting. informa
tion from books and authorities: getting the main idea,: reading from a book, or
requesting information from pupils When audio-visual materials or, resource people
are used to present information this will be recorded as giving specific facts or
other appropriate category of teacriet talk m

Examples. -VV--at is the author saying ?
Wi-at is the advertisement telling you?
Read the par.- t that tells what: he did,

A clarifzin_q_statement oLquestion is one used to refine previously discussed
ideas or those misinterpreted by mem.bers of the group, It includes defining,
clarifying a concept through an illustration; emphasizing a prior point, rephrasing,
or making the meaning clear Parotin.g statements are ignored unless an idea is
expanded.

Examples: Do you mean this?
Could you say it another way?

An interpreting or inferriag_statement or_gyestion is one which goes beyond the
literal meaning, It includes interpreting 'figurative language, inferring beyond the
literal message, translating information into more comprehensible language°



Examples: What kind of person do you think he is ?
What else is the author saying?
What group of people would be interested in an article

like this?

An analyzing statement or question is intended to separate or distinguish com-ponent parts of a situation, a piece of writing, or a phrase. It includes examining
the nature and relationship of the parts, searching for the organizational pattern or
principles, or determining the internal consistency of a piece of writing or an argument.

Examples: Does the conclusion necessarily follow?
Is this the only conclusion that could be drawn from

these statements?
How do you know there is a moral in the story?
How is this news story put together?

An applying statement or question is one in which the teacher makes or asks a
student to make some direct application of information or criteria related to thelesson, It includes applying information to illustrate a point, applying criteria to beused in evaluation, and illustrating a generalization or a principle in a specific
instance.

Examples: According to our time line, what period does this event
fall into?

Illustrate from the list of techniques for developing
characters the way this author develops th,; character
in this story.

A summariztagstEstement or question synthesizes several preceding statementsof fact and may show the relationship among several of those statements. It in--cludes a summary; resume of events or an integration of several pieces of information.

Examples: What were the most important parts of what we learned?
If you had to use one word to tell about this story, what

would you use?

An evaluative statement or question. is one In which a judgment is made basedupon established criteria, It includes personal interpretation or judgments aboutthe quality or accuracy of printed material. A child may use his own set of personal
values as the set of criteria or use criteria established by the group.

Examples: Do you agree with John?
Why do you think it is well written?
Are you going to accept his conclusion?



PUPIL RESPONSES

A student response is seldom classified as critical or non-critical on the basis
of Jae correctness of the content of the response but on the basis of the reasoning
in% o ed.

Level 1! Random Response. When there4 is unsupported guessing in response to
a leacher s comment or question, a number is recorded 2.n this column. If a child
says "I don t know," it is recorded here. "I like," "I don't like" statements are
considered random responses unless they are justified by further verification or
s!' ow the use of data to make a decision, whereupon they become critical.

Level 2: Non-Critical Literal. Non-critical responses are those which can be
dirE city drawn from the material in the lesson. They wil.1 include factual answers,
literal comprehension, reporting verbatim, and repeating previously agreed upon
material.

Level 3 Giving Illustratio Interatting. Responses in which
children give illustrations, interpret material or apply information are recorded at
Level 3. These responses are frequently those in which a child gives an example
from his own life which is similar to the point under discussion.

Level 4 Hypothesiziorizina. Pupil responses which go beyond the
infc.rmation available to the group are recorded in this category. They include
going beyond the data extrapolating, or diverging from the material before the group.

Level 5 Critical Thinking_ Tudging Using Responses
recorded at Level 5 are ones in which students go beyond the literal meaning of
printed matter use data in an evaluative decision, make a judgment about the
accuracy or quality of writing , see deeper meanings in the material, or recognize the
fallibility of printed materials. Judgments must be supported with evidence and
evaluations must be based upon established criteria.
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Table 1

TEACHER STATEMENTS CONTROL - EXPERIMENTAL
BY STATEMENT TYPE

Gather
Specific

Facts
Clad-

In-
Analyze Apply Summar-

fzP

Eval-
uate

Total
Squaro

Control 208 69 51 30 28 49 23 458 36.17*

Experi-
mental 141 90 38 80 43 103 52 547 30 29*

Total 349 159 89 110 71 154 75 1005

Chi-
Square 27.68* .30 4 9 14.85* 1 0 10.89* 6.7* 66.46*

*Significant at 11-,e .01 level.

Table 2

TEACHER QUESTIONS CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL .

BY QUESTION TYPE

Gather
Specific

Facts
Clani-

fy

In-
ter-
pret

(396) (99., (312,
Control 500 73 447

Expert.- (563; (141P (445;
mental 460 167 310

Total 960 240 757

Square 46.38* 11.64* 98.81*

Analyze

(449i
238

t638!
849

1087

Apply Summar-
ize

093', (28)
246 18

(274, (391
222 49

468 67

Eval- Total
uate

(79)
34

013,
158

192

168.22* 24.66* 5,72 43.94*

*Significant at the .01 level.

Square

1556 234.60*

2215 164.80*

3771

399.41*



Table 3

TEACHER QUESTIONS FOR. CONTROL GROUP
GRADE LEVEL BY QUESTION TYPE

Grade
Gather

Specific
Facts

In-
Clarify 'ter- Analyze Apply Summar-

ize
Eval-
uate

Total Cni-
Square

(93)

____pfet

(14) (831 (44, (46) t3) (6)
1 91 14 96 42 38 2 6 289 4.04

(82) (12/ (73) (39, (40) (3) (6)
2 34 24 70 47 69 3 7 254 62.96*

(73) (11) (65) (35) (36) (31 (5)
3 72 8 57 35 47 2 5 226 5.31

(84) (12) (75) (40) (41) (3) (6)
4 73 13 69 58 32 8 8 261 21.33*

(83) (12) 174) (39) (41) (3) (61
5 118 5 66 21 42 2 3 257 30.26*

(86) (13) (77) (41; t43) (3' (6)
6 112 9 89 35 18 1 5 269 27.00*

Total 500 73 447 238 246 18 34 1556

Chi-
Square 51.98* 18.12* 6.20 19.45* 41,83* 10.65 2.66 15092*

*Significant at .01 level.



Table 4

TEACHER QUESTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
GRADE LEVEL BY QUESTION TYPE

Grade
Gather
Specific

Facts
Clarify

In-
ter-
pret

Analyze Apply Summar-
1z3

Eval-
uate

Total Chi-
Square

(82) (30) (55) (151) (39) (9) (28)
1 117 16 53 147 30 5 26 394 25.65k

(86) (31) (58) (159) (41) (9) (30)
2 136 52 58 119 27 6 16 414 65.22*

(56) (21) (38) (104) (27) (6) (19)
3 36 21 44 122 32 3 14 272 15.22

(55) (20) (37) (102) (27) (6) (19)
4 42 15 33 111 37 4 23 265 11.23

(92). (33) (62) (169) (44) (10) (31)
5 76 36 58 178 48 11 34 441 4.27

(89) (32) (60) (164) (43) (9) (31)
6 53 27 64 172 48 20 45 429 35.10*

Total 460 167 310 849 2C.2 49 158 22i5

Chi-
Square 72.01* 22.52* 1.94 14.74 13.17 16.57* 15.73* 156,72*

*Significant at .01 level.



Table 5

TEACHER QUESTIONS FOR CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
BY QUESTION TYPE IN THE FALL

Group
Gather

Specific
Facts

Clan.-
fy

In-
ter- Analyze Apply Summar-

ize
Eval-
uate

Total Chi-
Square

Control 249 16

__pet

185 88 75 10 11 634 109.62*

Exper I.-
me ntal 147 70 77 256 125 20 29 724 95.99*

Total 396 86 262 344 200 30 40 1358

Chi-
Square 41.72* 27.25* 60.25* 61.56* 6.78* 2.15 5.92 205.61*

*Significant at the .01 level.

Table 6

TEACHER QUESTIONS FOR CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
BY QUESTION TYPE IN THE WINTER

Group
Gather

Specific
Facts

Clani-
fy

In-
ter-
met

Analyze Apply Summar-
ize

Eval-
uate

Total Crti-
Square

Control 177 38 133 70 83 5 13 519 91.27*

Experi-
mental 184 71 84 285 52 21 51. 748 63.32*

Total 361 109 217 355 135 . 26 64 1267

Chi-
Square 9.72* 1.68 37.08* 66.25* 23.50* 5.08 11,29* 154.5 154.59*

Significant at the .01 level.



Table 7

TEACHER QUESTIONS FOR CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
BY QUESTION TYPE IN THE SPR3NG

Gather. In-
Group Specific Clari- ter- Analyze Apply Summar- Eval- Total Chi-

Facts pret ize uate guar

Control 74 19 129 80 88 3 10 403 85.01*

Experi- 129 26 149 308 45 9 78 744 46.04*
mental

Total 203 45 278 388 133 12 88 1147

Chi-
Square .15 .99 15.48* 35,87* 56.19* .54 21.81* 131.06*

*Significant at the .01 level.

Table 8

TEACHER QUESTION TYPE BY TIME VISITED
CONTROL

Gather In-
Time Specific Clari- ter- Analyze Apply Summar-

Facts fy pret ize
Eval- Total Chi-.
uate Square

(204) (30) (182) (97) (100) (14',
Fall 249 16 185 88 75 10 11 634 25.20*

(167) (.24) (149) (79) (82) (6) (11'1
Winter 177 38 133 70 83 5 13 519 11.55

(130) (19) (110 (62) (64) (5) (.9.
Spring 74 19 129 80 88 3 10 403 40.78*

Total 500 73 447 238 246 18 34 1556

Chi-
Square 34.47* 14.00* 3.29 7,41 15.62* 1,73 .99 77,52*

*Significant at the ,01 level,



Table 9

TEACHER QUESTION TYPE BY TIME VISITED
EXPER.IMENTAL

Time
Gather

Specific
Facts

Clani-
fy

In-
ter-

et
Analyze Apply Summar-

ize
Eval-
uate

Total

(150)

,r
(55, (101) 1.277) (73 (16) (52)Fall 147 70 77 256 125 20 29 724

(155) (56) (105; (287) (75.) 117; (5 3;Winter 184 71 84 285 5? 21 51 748

(154) (56) (104) (285) (75 117: '53)Spring 129 26 149 308 45 9 78 744

Total 460 167 310 849 222 50 158 2216

Chi-
Square 9.58* 24.29* 29.28* 3.51 56.68* 544 2 75*

Chi-
Sg:Lta:e

60.60*

21.32*

68.61*

150.93*

*Significant at the .01 level.



Table i0

LEVEL OF PUPIL RESPONSES TO TEACHER QUESTIONS
FOR CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL

Group

1

Guessing
Random

2

Liieral
Memory

Level of Response
3 4

Inferring Theariz.
Applying Hypoth.
Illasrns.

5

Evaluating
Criteria Total Cni-

SciLiar(L.

(109) (1031; (1479 1472 1370
Con 96 1180 1649 420 114 3459 24.5.57*

(122;, (11460 (1644) (5%5 !

Exper 134 993 1472 577 667 *3843 202.88*

Total 230 2173 3121 997 78 7302

Chi-
Square 2.66 4l53* 37.20* 10 94* 336.1'1*

*Significant at the .01 level.

ka4=444,-,



Table 1

LEVEL OF RESPONSE BY QTTEST1ON TYPE
FOR CONTROL GROUP

Question
Type

Level of Response
1 2 3 4 ;

Guessing Literal Infer ing Theoriz. Evaluating
Random Memory Applying Hypoln. Crit el ia.

Illustins.

Gather
specific (281 (346)
fact s 47 728

(4, (46)
Clarify 3 58

(28) (338
Interpret 28 150

(15 (185;
Analyze 4 130

(18) (225:
Apply 9 92

(1" (14)
Summarize 3 15

(2) (26,
Evaluate 2 7

Total 96 1180

:483 '123 t3U
207 27 4

(64! 06
65 6 3

(473) ; U0. (33,
62 i 168 25

;259 (66. 08)
270 118 21

(3151 (80) ;2z;
450 83 26

(20, (5) (.1,

8 15 0

(36:, (2'
28 3 35

1649 420 114

Chi-
Square 28.76* 639.99* 271,24* 165.78* 458.9,3*

*Significant at the .01 level,

Total
Square

1011 694 34*

135 10.31

992 171,86*

543 66. 74*

660 14.65*

41 31.47*

75 447.34*

3459

1564.71*



Table

LEVEL OF RESPONSE BY QUESTION TYFE
FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

5

Evalualing
Criteria Total Chi-

SqJa.rP

Question
Type

1

Guessing
Random

2

Literal
Memory

Level of Response
3

Inferring
Applying
Illus.( 'ns ,

Li

Thr-ortz.
-Hy pot

Gather
specific (231 (174! (257' .101 !II'.facts 36 463 138 ,_e.. 13 672 698.1 I *

(8) (61 (91 ..36 .41Clarify 9 89 1i7 15 7 237 60.46*

(20) (1.47: ( 2 i 81' (85: .99Interpret 22 111 284 102 50 569 r's 6. 37*

(551 (406/ (60 ! (236
Analyze 38 215: 665 28; 371 1570

(13) (98) A 1 4 5 ! 157 .66.Apply 10 51 195 70 52 378 46.40*

(3) (23 (34) f 14' (16,Summarize 3 27 22 19 19 90 8.08

(11) (841 (125! (49. 157,Evaluate 16 37 51 68 155 37 249.9
Total 134 993 1472 577 E67 3843

Chi-
Square 14.79 642,84* 155.66* 98.1 351,71* 1265.10*

*Significant at the .01 level.



Table 13

LEVEL OF' PUPIL RESPONSE
BY GRADE FOR CONTROL GROUP

Level of Response
1

Guessing
Grade Random

2

Literal
Memory

3

inferring
Applying
Must ns.

4

Tneoriz.
Hypoth,

5

Evaluating
Criteria Total Chi-

Squar e

(15) (179, i25"H '64 (17)
1 25 190 247 40 24 523 19,57*

(14) (172) (240t 61 (1.72 8 148 242 94 II 503 25.43*

(13) ( I 64 (229, '58! ;16
3 25 164 240 37 14 480 18.76*

(23) (280, (392) (100 12
4 6 291 398 105 22 822 14.11*

(15 t.1 78i (249 (64. (175 19 167 246 75 16 523 4.33

(17 (206) (288) (73; (20i6 13 220 276 69 27 605 5.06
Total 96 1180 1649 420 114 3459

Chi-
Square 34.83 5.89 1.30 37.06* 8.19 87.2 7 *

*Significant at .01 level.



Table 14

LEVEL OF PUPIL RESPONSE
BY GRADE FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Level of Response

Grade

1

Guessing
Random

2

Literal
Memory

3

inferring
Applying
Illustfns.

4

Theoriz.
Hypoth .

5

Evaluating
Crit.eria. Total Chi-

Square

(22) (164 h I244 (95. t110,
1 30 200 208 91 106 635 16.33*

(19) (142r 't211' (82, i961
2 26 215 168 63 78 550 56.75*

(20;, (.147'i (218d (85; ,99g
3 20 107 256 131 55 569 61.30*

(20) (150) (,2221' 4.87) 1101.,
4 22 106 248 88 120 584 2L85*

(25) (185) (275) (10-i( 11%5
5 8 212 281 70 143 716 31.63*

(27) (203; (301 (118! 137
6 28 153 309 134 165 789 19.90*

Total 134 993 1472 577 667 3843

Chi-
Square 16.88* 87.91* 23.80* 43,97* 35.20* 207,77*

*Significant at .01 level.



Table Is

LEVEL or I'Lrr!L RLSPONSF
BY TIME FOR 1XPIR:MLNTAL GROUP

4001433744044W110.041 11004403 0000401400.4000 434MaIMMG-4,0--M3.00 =7 114-310443 3 0171. 73. M44764MM M10 -- 3.40. 17000373737. 3 7113.77 M31 al 4.34i C-3.14 43 03 am. 40 4-04 pier [-C.* Or, Aor 7.30 a [7.:70 .1Ir 7 -3-3 M.. 3M.0040004.0404m4777331M-74 0304.-7=0 7044437440-3 .03.70737.701MINM33314. -3373/00.0044003117M4 40- --77-3 MOM 333. 0732003434134431.3 alt 07 33303 07M 3533 73 44-0333337IMM 04.73.331.3 3 3771. Or 1.333.1.40-3 4M120 MS OM 2" = 41:=4 Zlid.,=3 43.1.

Time

LE, 01 cif ResporHe
1 2 1 1 5

Guessing Literal Inf, n ing Theoriz. Evaluat inq
Ran torn Memory Applying Hypot ri C r 11 4-411 1(1 T.01,i1 C v'1-

111us."ns. Sq.1 i:014400700040004MM.MIMMMMW0.00034401.00004000 7(= *OlIO MOW.S.1.111 OMO NOM, .1410 ca. *.1111411111. =IX INI,I10 .10 3. MSOMO AM' OC Si.. 3.34/ TAM mosvce s axas

MI; (301 '146 .17C
Fall 35 315 481 170 ;63 1164 1 HA

(45)
Winter 58

Spring

Total

Ch
Square

(331 ;491. 19d. 122..
327 S19 177 190

(49. (36i
41 351 462

134 99 3 1476

5.98 1.01 15.85*

*Significant at .01 level.

Tabli, ;6

128. 12. L.;

(24e
I 30 114 1 3q8 31

577

LEYEI.. OF I'JI':L RISPONSE
BY TIME FOR CONTROL GROUF

Time

1 2

Guessing Literal
Random Memory

Fall

Winter

(33)
52

(401,
605

667 384 1

Level of Response
3 4 5

Inferring Theor iz. Evaluating
Applying Hypnth . Cr il PT it.1 Total Ct.1-
111ust'ns

(560*
437

(1131 (39,
fZO68 16'

(33, (4081 (5 70, ti45. 39'
28 353 650 133 12

(30: (372 (5!9 (13Z i36
Spring 16 222 562 219 70

Total 96 1180 1649 410 114

Chi-Square 19.08* 17.00* 4L60* 96.96* 52.23*

*Significant at .01 level.

It 74 200.4'9*

1196 21.83*

1089 159.7

3459

381.87*


